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1

I. INTRODUCTION2

Q. Please state your name and business address.3

A. My name is Mark G. Felton. My business address is 6450 Sprint Parkway, Overland4

Park, Kansas 66251.5

Q. On whose behalf are you testifying?6

A. I am testifying in this proceeding on behalf of SprintCom, Inc., WirelessCo, L.P. through7

their agent Sprint Spectrum L.P. and Nextel West Corp. (collectively "Sprint").8

Q. Are you the same Mark G. Felton that caused to be filed a Direct Written9

Verification on December 5, 2012?10

A. Yes.11

Q. What is the purpose of your Supplemental Verified Written Statement in this12

proceeding?13

A. The purpose of my Supplemental Verified Writtent Statement (referred to herein as my14

Rebuttal Testimony) is to respond to the testimonies of AT&T witnesses Carl C.15

Albright, Jr. and Patricia H. Pellerin and Staff Witnesses Dr. James Zolnierek, Dr, Qin16

Liu, and David Rearden with respect to the following issues: 5, 7, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21,17

22, 24, 30, 36, 37, 39, 40, and 41.18

Q. How is your Rebuttal Testimony organized?19

A. My Rebuttal Testimony is organized the same way as my Verified Written Statement20

(referred to herein as my Direct Testimony), that is, topically around the following21

themes: Use of Interconnection Facilities (Issues 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, and 30), Point of22
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Interconnection (Issues 15, 16, and 17), InterMTA (Issues 7, 39, 40, and 41), and Other23

Compensation Issues (Issues 5, 6, 8, 36, and 37).24

II. USE OF INTERCONNECTION FACILITIES25

A. Background26

Q. Do you have a general statement to make regarding the use of Interconnection27

Facilities?28

A. Yes. The determination of Issues 19, 20, 21, 22, and 24 is directly tied to the29

Commission’s implementation of Congress’ and the FCC’s intent to require ILECs such30

as AT&T to make Interconnection Facilities available at cost-based rates. Clearly, as31

evidenced by its position in the Talk America case1, AT&T would like to be relieved of32

any obligation to provide Interconnection Facilities at all, taking that case all that way to33

the Supreme Court of the United States in an effort to avoid making good on that34

obligation. The Supreme Court disagreed with AT&T and stated that AT&T does, in fact,35

still have an obligation to make Interconnection Facilities available to requesting carriers36

at cost-based rates. Now, AT&T is taking a different tack. AT&T concedes that it must37

offer Interconnection Facilities at cost-based rates. But, it is now trying to persuade the38

Commission to so narrowly construe the concept of “Interconnection” by limiting the39

types of traffic that can be transmitted over such facilities so severely that AT&T will, in40

fact, stand to reap more revenue, rather than less. AT&T ‘s interpretation of the phrase41

“mutual exchange of traffic” in the 47 C.F.R. 51.5 definition of “Interconnection” would42

1 Talk America, Inc. v. Mich. Bell Tel. Co., 131 S. Ct. 2254, 2260 (2011).
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essentially require competitors to construct two separate, redundant networks for the43

exchange of telephone exchange and exchange access traffic. Incredibly, it appears that44

the Staff is tacitly enabling AT&T’s efforts to evade its Interconnection obligations by45

seemingly giving more weight to AT&T’s position (as stated in AT&T witness’s46

testimony) than the unequivocal statements made by the FCC in orders as recently as the47

CAF Order.2 In some cases AT&T and Staff testimony goes beyond simply ignoring the48

FCC and actually espouse a view completely contrary to the FCC’s. Moreover, if there49

were any ambiguity in the FCC’s requirement with respect to Interconnection Facilities50

(which there is not), the Commission should construe that ambiguity in favor of the51

requesting carrier with the result being an increase in the level of competition, rather than52

imposing greater economic burdens upon the requesting carrier. As I stated in my Direct53

Testimony, under Section 251 of the Telecom Act, AT&T is obligated to provide54

Interconnection Facilities at cost-based rates to requesting carriers to interconnect with55

AT&T’s network to, at a minimum, exchange the following types of traffic: telephone56

exchange service, exchange access, and information services. This was the intent of the57

Telecom Act of 19963 and has been further reinforced by the FCC’s recent CAF Order58

clearly stating that all traffic exchanged between two networks is 251(b)(5) traffic.59

2
Connect America Fund; A National Broadband Plan for Our Future; Establishing Just and
Reasonable Rates for Local Exchange Carriers; High-Cost Universal Service Support; Developing an
Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime; Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service; Lifeline
and Link-Up; Universal Service Reform ‒ Mobility Fund, Report and Order and Further Notice of
Proposed Rule Making, 26 FCC Rcd. 17663 (2011) (“CAF Order”).

3 Telecommunications Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-104, 110 Stat. 56 (codified in scattered
sections of 47 U.S.C.) (1996) (“Telecom Act”).
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While Sprint recognizes that Interconnection Facilities may not be used for the purpose60

of carrying traffic that is not sent outside the Sprint network (i.e., backhaul4 traffic) as61

explained in my Direct Testimony and further addressed below, there is no limitation at62

all upon the scope of telephone exchange or exchange access traffic that may be63

exchanged over an Interconnection Facility. There simply is no requirement that such64

traffic be limited to only telephone exchange or exchange access traffic that is mutually65

exchanged between the parties’ end-users.66

Q. How is the word “exchange” defined?67

A. The word exchange can have various meanings depending on the context. The definition68

that seems most appropriate in the context of telecommunications is “reciprocal giving69

and receiving5”.70

Q. Why is this relevant?71

A. How one defines “exchange” is crucial in construing many of the FCC’s regulations72

requiring carriers to interconnect for the exchange of traffic. In AT&T and Staff’s73

testimony relative to the use of the Interconnection Facility, AT&T and Staff misconstrue74

the FCC rules by interpreting the “exchange” to mean “originating from one of the parties75

4 See Talk America, page 4 at footnote 2, "Backhauling is important to competitive local
exchange carriers (LECs) and occurs when a competitive LEC uses an entrance facility to
transport traffic from a leased portion of an incumbent network to the competitor's own
facilities. Backhauling does not involve the exchange of traffic between incumbent and
competitive networks. It thus differs from interconnection--the linking of two networks for
the mutual exchange of traffic. 47 C.F.R. § 51.5 (2010)." (Emphasis added).

5 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/exchange
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and terminating to the other party.” For example, Staff witness Dr. Qin Liu says that76

transit traffic is not “exchanged” between Sprint and AT&T and, therefore is not eligible77

for transmission on the Interconnection Facility.6 However, just because the traffic is not78

originated by or terminated to an AT&T end user does not mean that such traffic is not79

exchanged between the respective AT&T and Sprint networks.80

Q. Do you have any support for this interpretation of the phrase “mutual exchange of81

traffic”?82

A. Yes. In 2011, the United States District Court For The District Of Connecticut rendered83

an opinion as to whether AT&T Connecticut was obligated to provide transit traffic84

service (“TTS”) pursuant to 251(c) and whether such traffic could be transmitted over85

251(c)(2) Interconnection Facilities. In that Decision, the court stated:86

AT&T Connecticut also argues that TTS cannot constitute interconnection87
because it does not involve the mutual exchange of traffic as required by 4788
C.F.R. § 51.5. AT&T Connecticut argues that when it acts as a courier between89
two CLECs, no traffic is originating within its system, and therefore, there is no90
exchange of its traffic.91

92

AT&T Connecticut misreads the regulation. Pursuant to the regulation,93
interconnection is the "the actual physical 'linking of two networks for the mutual94
exchange of traffic.'" Bellsouth Telecomms., Inc. v. South-east Tel., Inc., 46295
F.3d 650, 652 (6th Cir. 2006) (quoting 47 C.F.R. § 51.5). A plain reading of the96
regulation does not require that there be the mutual exchange of traffic97
originating within each LEC's network. Rather, the Court reads [*17] the98
language as requiring only that the physical link between the LECs be capable of99
the mutual exchange of traffic. AT&T Connecticut's reading of the regulation100
would add language that does not exist. Namely, that the traffic is originated101

6 Liu Direct 1195-1214.
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within the AT&T Connecticut system. As an incorrect reading of the regulation,102
the Court will reject it.7103

Q. In contrast to the Connecticut District Court’s interpretation, what impact does104

AT&T and Staff’s interpretation of the “mutual exchange of traffic” have upon the105

Issues related to the use of the Interconnection Facility?106

A. It is absolutely critical and ultimately leads AT&T and Staff to an erroneous conclusion –107

one that is contrary to the goal of the Act to promote facilities based competition. These108

misinterpretations serve only to improperly limit the types of traffic that can traverse109

251(c)(2) Interconnection Facilities.110

Q. What does AT&T gain by refusing to design the most efficient network possible111

that would combine all types of exchanged traffic between the Parties’ networks on112

Interconnection Facilities?113

A. Quite simply, AT&T stands to maximize its revenues at the expense of its competitors by114

refusing to provide cost-based Interconnection Facilities for anything other than a very115

narrow category of Interconnection traffic as defined by AT&T. This puts a competitor116

in the position of having to create and maintain two absolutely unnecessary, redundant117

networks which, in AT&T’s vernacular would be: a “non-251(c)(2) network” to118

exchange “non-Interconnection” traffic and the “251(c)(2) network” to exchange the very119

narrow category of “Interconnection” traffic as defined by AT&T. As the incumbent,120

AT&T is the predominant, if not only, provider of facilities to reach AT&T’s network for121

7 The Southern New England Telephone Company d/b/a AT&T Connecticut v. Anthony J.
Perlermino, Kevin Delgobbo and John W. Betoski III, in their official capacity as
Commissioners of the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, 2011 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 48773 at page 5 (2011) (“SNET v. DPUC”) (emphasis added).
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the mutual exchange of any type of traffic. As demonstrated by its position in this case,122

AT&T will insist that facilities carrying “non-Interconnection” traffic be priced at123

AT&T’s inflated access rates rather than cost-based rates. Thus, the end result of AT&T124

narrowly defining what constitutes “Interconnection” is to force the competitor to125

maintain the two unnecessary, redundant networks, and to drive as much “non-126

Interconnection” traffic as possible to facilities for which AT&T charges its inflated127

access facility prices.128

Q. Do you have any other general observations regarding AT&T and Staff Testimony129

on these Interconnection Facility use Issues?130

A. Yes. Both AT&T and Staff’s position on these Issues stands the FCC’s rules on their131

head. Rather than defining a very small subset of traffic that can be carried and then132

evaluating all traffic against that stringent standard - e.g., originating or terminating to an133

AT&T end user - the Act and the FCC actually begin with a very broad rule (i.e., the134

traffic must be exchanged between the networks of the requesting carrier and the ILEC)135

and then identify very narrow exceptions (i.e., backhaul; and, an interexchange carrier136

cannot obtain Interconnection solely for the delivery of its own interexchange traffic).137

Under an analysis that all categories of traffic can be exchanged over an Interconnection138

Facility except that which the FCC has specifically excluded, AT&T bears the burden of139

proving those certain types of traffic that cannot be carried on Interconnection Facilities.140

The only standard the FCC has provided for making this determination is whether the141

competitor is using the facilities to carry some telephone exchange or exchange access142
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traffic between the two carriers’ networks, and is not using the facility solely for the143

delivery of its own interexchange traffic.8144

145

B. Issue 19 - What are the appropriate definitions of “Interconnection146

Facilities?147

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin148

Q. Is AT&T Witness Pellerin’s Testimony that “Sprint objects to referencing the149

FCC’s definition”9 accurate?150

A. No, not entirely. Ms. Pellerin’s assertion could lead one to the erroneous conclusion that151

Sprint is attempting to flout the FCC’s regulations. Nothing could be further from the152

truth. Sprint does not object to specifically referencing the FCC’s C.F.R. 51.5 in the153

Agreement - in fact, Sprint has already done so by agreeing to incorporate said reference154

into the definition of “Interconnection” (addressed in Issue 13). However, it is both155

unnecessary and creates ambiguity to include an additional, identical reference to that156

Rule in the definition of “Interconnection Facilities”, because the definition of157

“Interconnection Facilities” already incorporates the defined term “Interconnection” as158

part of its definition.159

160

8 47 C.F.R. § 51.305(b).
9 AT&T Witness Pellerin Testimony at Lines 445-446.
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What Sprint really objects to is AT&T’s attempted insertion of the word “exclusively” in161

the definition of “Interconnection Facilities” because AT&T’s interpretation of the scope162

of what constitutes the already incorporated term “Interconnection” is improperly narrow;163

and, inclusion of the term “exclusively” appears designed to preclude Sprint from164

obtaining cost-based pricing, even for that portion of high-capacity facilities that are used165

for Interconnection.166

Q. Ms. Pellerin states that “TELRIC-based Interconnection Facilities must be used167

exclusively for Interconnection.”10 Please comment.168

A. The definition of “Interconnection” as provided in 47 C.F.R. 51.5 is as follows:169

Interconnection is the linking of two networks for the mutual exchange of traffic.170
This term does not include the transport and termination of traffic. (Emphasis171
added).172

173

Interestingly, the FCC’s 51.5 definition uses the word exchange rather than termination.174

Under AT&T’s theory the only traffic that qualifies under Section 251(c)(2) is traffic that175

originates with an end user of one of the parties and terminates to an end user of the other176

party. However, a straight-forward reading of the plain language included in the FCC’s177

definition would simply require that traffic be exchanged between the parties, rather than178

terminated by one of them. With that understanding, the field opens up considerably as to179

what types of traffic are permissible to be carried on the Interconnection Facility,180

including traffic such as transit traffic, exchange access to/from an IXC, a Parties’ own181

10 Pellerin Direct 463-464.
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interexchange traffic, and 911 traffic. In fact, this understanding is consistent with the182

FCC’s recent pronouncement in the CAF Order that “as long as an interconnecting carrier183

is using the section 251(c)(2) interconnection arrangement to exchange some telephone184

exchange service and/or exchange access traffic, section 251(c)(2) does not preclude that185

carrier from relying on that same functionality to exchange other traffic with the186

incumbent LEC, as well.”11187

Q. Pellerin also makes this statement – “The parties separately dispute (in Issue 13(a))188

the definition of ‘Interconnection,’ in which Sprint proposes to incorporate the189

FCC’s inapplicable 47 C.F.R. § 20.3 definition of ‘Interconnection or190

Interconnected,’ which has no place in a section 251/252 ICA and which is broader191

than the definition under Rule 51.5 that applies here.”12 How do you respond?192

A. The substance of AT&T’s position regarding the inclusion of any reference to Part 20193

within the definition of “Interconnection” is found in Ms. Pellerin’s testimony regarding194

Issue 13(a), and is specifically addressed in the original and supplemental testimony of195

Sprint witness Jim Burt, and is also largely a legal Issue to be addressed in Sprint’s briefs.196

b. Response to Staff Witness Liu197

11 CAF Order ¶ 972.

12 Pellerin Direct 452-456.
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Q. Do you agree with Staff Witness Liu’s statement that “a supposed dispute in the198

definition is often not a dispute in the definition at all”13?199

A. Yes, and I believe that to be the case here. The dispute over how to properly define the200

term “Interconnection Facilities” is really a dispute over the permitted uses for such201

facilities and the appropriate interpretation of Section 251(c)(2) and 47 C.F.R. 51.5 and202

these specific disputes are addressed within Issue 20 below.203

Q. On lines 968-969 of her testimony, Dr. Liu questions why Sprint would add a DS1204

qualifier to its purchase of facilities used for E911. Can you explain?205

A. Yes. It is my understanding that Sprint does not purchase E911 facilities at a capacity206

level other than a DS1 and does not anticipate doing so in the future.207

Q. Dr. Liu also states that ”the term ‘such services’ is vague and undefined.”14 Can you208

clarify?209

A. Yes. Clearly, as part of the introductory clause of a sentence, “such services” refers to210

what is being discussed later in the same sentence – namely, E911 Trunk Groups. It is211

important to note that the responsibilities assigned by the interconnection agreement in212

question are only with respect to AT&T and Sprint, and to the extent Sprint procures213

E911 or other services from an alternative provider, this agreement should not address214

whether Sprint would be responsible for the facilities in such scenario.215

216

13 Liu Direct at 878-879.
14 Liu Direct 978-979.
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C. Issue 20 - What is the appropriate use of Interconnection Facilities provided217

by AT&T?218

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin219

Q. In her Direct Testimony, Ms. Pellerin cites to a 2005 arbitration decision to support220

AT&T’s view that the Interconnection Facility may only be used for a very narrow221

purpose. Do you agree with her use of that decision?222

A. I agree that the approximately 9-year old MCI decision Ms. Pellerin cites could appear to223

apply to this Issue. However, for the reasons stated above, as well as in my Direct224

Testimony, and further explained below, I respectfully point out why that is not225

appropriate. There is simply no way to square that decision with the FCC’s226

pronouncements on this issue, even as recently as in the CAF Order at ¶ 972 where the227

FCC states unequivocally in the Section entitled “Use of Section 251(c)(2)228

Interconnection Arrangements” that:229

“…as long as an interconnecting carrier is using the section 251(c)(2)230
interconnection arrangement to exchange some telephone exchange service231
and/or exchange access traffic, section 251(c)(2) does not preclude that carrier232
from relying on that same functionality to exchange other traffic with the233
incumbent LEC, as well.” (Emphasis added).234

Q. Is it possible, though, that the FCC intended that if a “251(c)(2) interconnection235

arrangement” was used to “exchange other traffic” then the incumbent LEC is236

entitled to charge access rates for the facility?237
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A. No, I do not believe that is what is contemplated by the FCC. According to the statute, a238

Section 251(c)(2) arrangement must be priced at cost based rates.15 If it were priced at239

anything other than cost-based rates, by definition, it would no longer be a 251(c)(2)240

arrangement. Therefore, it would be illogical for the FCC to affirmatively state that a241

251(c)(2) arrangement can be used to exchange other traffic (assuming it is used to242

exchange Telephone Exchange and Exchange Access) and, without saying anything else243

at all, simply eradicate the application of TELRIC to that 251(c)(2) arrangement and244

require that the arrangement thereafter be priced at access rates.245

Q. Is Ms. Pellerin’s rationale for excluding 911 traffic from the Interconnection Facility246

sound?247

A. No. Ms. Pellerin argues that 911 traffic is not suitably exchanged over the248

Interconnection Facility because it is not traffic “to or from AT&T Illinois’ end users.”16249

That is debatable; however, for the sake of discussion let’s assume that her assertion is250

correct. This fact should not necessarily preclude Sprint from utilizing the251

Interconnection Facility to deliver such traffic to AT&T. One need only look at the252

FCC’s clear intent as stated above (CAF Order ¶ 972) to appreciate that delivery of 911253

traffic is merely a form of “other traffic” that Sprint can deliver to AT&T over the254

Interconnection Facility. The only clear exclusion would be the use of the255

Interconnection Facility for internal-only purposes (i.e., backhaul). Moreover, assuming256

15 See Section 252(d).
16 Pellerin Direct 545-546.
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AT&T provides the Selective Router (which would be the only reason Sprint would send257

911 traffic to AT&T), Sprint would actually be exchanging 911 traffic with AT&T when258

it sends such traffic to AT&T for termination to the PSAP. In fact, this scenario is259

analogous to the District Court case I cite above in which the court found that a260

requesting carrier is, in fact, exchanging traffic with the ILEC when it sends transit261

traffic to the ILEC for delivery to a third party.262

263

Additionally, any AT&T contention that 911 traffic is not telephone exchange service264

because it involves a 1-way initiated call to a PSAP is contrary with recent authority that265

has specifically addressed and found that 911 service is a form of telephone exchange266

service subject to AT&T’s 251(c)(2) interconnection obligations.17 In Intrado, the267

United States District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina affirmed the North268

Carolina Public Utilities Commission’s decision that the proposed service offered by269

Intrado as a competitive 911 provider constituted telephone exchange service and,270

therefore, AT&T was required to interconnect with Intrado pursuant to Section 251(c)(2)271

of the Act. In doing so the District Court affirmed the Commission’s rejection of272

AT&T’s argument that 911 service was not telephone exchange service because it273

involved a 1-way call. The ability to make a 911 call is clearly part and parcel of any274

carrier’s telephone exchange service and, therefore, in the context of this case, there is no275

17 BellSouth Telcomms., Inc. v. Finley et. al. and Intrado Communications, Inc., 2010 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 131839 (E.D.N.C. Dec. 10, 2010) (“Intrado”).
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reason that Sprint should not be allowed to establish segregated 911 trunks over276

Interconnection Facilities and pay the cost-based rates for such facilities.277

Q. Do you agree with Ms. Pellerin’s discussion of AT&T’s proposed exclusion of Equal278

Access traffic from the Interconnection Facility?279

A. No. First, Ms. Pellerin adds AT&T’s own spin to the FCC’s rule when she says “[l]ike280

911 trunks, Equal Access18 trunks are not used for the ‘mutual exchange of traffic’281

between the end users of Sprint and AT&T Illinois.”19 The requirement that the traffic be282

“exchanged between the end users of one carrier and the end users of another carrier”283

appears nowhere in the statute or the FCC’s implementing rules, but is once again an284

artificial requirement created by AT&T. This is simply AT&T’s attempt to add its own285

self-serving limitation to the obligation placed upon them by Congress. Clearly, this286

traffic is mutually exchanged between the networks of AT&T and Sprint.287

Second, while AT&T uses the term “Equal Access”, AT&T is really using the term as a288

substitute for the statutory term “exchange access”. Thus, even if exchange access traffic289

were not construed to be mutually exchanged between AT&T and Sprint (which, of290

course, it is), application of the principle espoused by the FCC in ¶ 972 of the CAF Order291

would permit Sprint to utilize the Interconnection Facility for the exchange of all traffic292

with the AT&T network, including traffic to/from an IXC, via the Interconnection293

Facilities established with AT&T. Despite AT&T’s assertion to the contrary, this294

18 The concept of “Equal Access” is not even applicable to wireless carriers. Unlike LECs,
CMRS providers do not have any “equal access” obligations.

19 Pellerin Direct 572-573
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exchange access traffic to/from an IXC is not traffic carried on “behalf of Sprint”, but is295

traffic carried on behalf of the IXC. And, while Ms. Pellerin avoids the term “exchange296

access”, that is in fact what is meant by AT&T’s use of the term “Equal Access”. To be297

clear, when AT&T uses the term “Equal Access”, it means “exchange access” because298

this is very traffic for which AT&T and Sprint are jointly providing an IXC exchange299

access to Sprint’s end users. Although technically not correct, where my testimony may300

use the term “Equal Access” it is for the sake of convenience only given AT&T’s replete301

usage of that incorrect term, and it is to be understood that what is meant whenever I say302

“Equal Access” is “exchange access”.303

Q. Do you agree with Ms. Pellerin’s use of the 2004 MCI Arbitration Decision in304

support of AT&T’s position with respect to excluding “Equal Access” traffic from305

being carried on the Interconnection Facility?306

A. No. It appears to me that Ms. Pellerin is relying upon the 2004 MCI decision to support307

AT&T’s argument that any facilities, including those used for “Equal Access”, must be308

“used to connect calls between a [Sprint] end user and an [AT&T] end user”.20 For the309

reasons stated above, the mutual exchange of traffic pertains to the exchange of traffic310

between the Sprint and AT&T networks, not the exchange of traffic between the parties’311

respective end users.312

Q. Do you have any other issue with Ms. Pellerin’s testimony?313

20 Pellerin Direct 586-600.
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A. Yes. Ms. Pellerin propounds a potentially misleading argument regarding whether314

exchange access (again, she calls it “Equal Access”) trunks are “connected through the315

POI.” 21 In that discussion, she seems to imply that the traffic that originates with the316

Sprint end user and is delivered to an IXC or vice versa somehow does not involve317

AT&T at all. Of course, this is not the case and I certainly hope that is not the implication318

Ms. Pellerin intended. AT&T, by virtue of its vast incumbent network has a ubiquity of319

connections with IXCs that cannot be rivaled by any other carrier within its service320

territory. It seems clear to me that Congress recognized this advantage of incumbent321

LECs and consequently required those incumbent LECs to make Interconnection322

Facilities available so requesting carriers could benefit from those same connections. I323

would also point out that Ms. Pellerin’s statement that “there is no ‘mutual exchange of324

traffic’ [with AT&T]”22 is simply not an accurate statement. There is a mutual exchange325

of traffic with AT&T in the case of IXC exchange access traffic that is destined to or326

from the Sprint network via AT&T as the intermediate tandem provider. AT&T may not327

be the origination or termination point for that traffic, but, the traffic is in fact being328

exchanged with the AT&T network. AT&T, in turn, exchanges the traffic with the IXC329

and, of course, charges the IXC an access charge for the privilege of sending or receiving330

the call to or from AT&T’s network.331

b. Response to Staff Witness Liu332

21 Pellerin Direct 601-606
22 Pellerin Direct 603
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Q. Please discuss Dr. Liu’s conclusion that the ILECs “duty [providing cost-based333

interconnection facilities] is limited to facilities used exclusively for interconnection334

(i.e., for the mutual exchange of traffic between the parties).23335

A. Dr. Liu makes this statement and supports it with a quote from the Talk America336

decision. Interestingly, the question at issue in the Talk America case was whether the337

FCC’s decision to eliminate an ILEC’s obligation to provide entrance facilities as a UNE338

(unbundled network element) under Section 251(c)(3) also relieved the ILEC of the339

obligation to provide Interconnection Facilities at cost-based rates pursuant to Section340

251(c)(2). Ultimately, the Supreme Court supported the FCC’s position and said that341

elimination of the ILEC’s 251(c)(3) entrance facility obligation did not eliminate the342

ILEC’s 251(c)(2) entrance facility obligations. The primary, if not only, distinction343

between 251(c)(3) UNE entrance facilities and an entrance facility used as a 251(c)(2)344

Interconnection Facility is that the UNE entrance facility enabled the requesting carrier to345

haul interconnection and backhaul traffic whereas a 251(c)(2) Interconnection Facility346

cannot be utilized for backhaul traffic. As does AT&T, Dr. Liu expands the scope type of347

traffic that cannot traverse an Interconnection facility (beyond backhaul), such that the348

only Sprint traffic eligible for carriage on the Interconnection Facility is IntraMTA traffic349

that terminates to an AT&T end user.350

23 Liu Direct 1015-1017.
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Q. Dr. Liu claims that you have not “provided any evidence to support the assertion351

that Sprint is entitled to obtain facilities that are not used exclusively for352

interconnection at cost-based rates.” 24 Do you agree?353

A. No. Dr. Liu is mistaken in alleging that I made such an assertion. What I clearly stated,354

and Dr. Liu does accurately acknowledge is that “traffic which remains internal to Sprint,355

e.g., cell site backhaul traffic, is not 251(c)(2) traffic. However, to the extent 251(c)(2)356

traffic and non-251(c)(2) traffic might ride the same high-capacity facility, Sprint is357

entitled to TELRIC pricing for the portion of the facility (on a DS1-equivalent basis) used358

to carry the 251(c)(2) traffic.”25 Sprint witness Farrar specifically addresses the359

mechanics of how this apportionment should occur, and provides examples of other360

circumstances in which price-adjustments based on the use of a facility have been361

implemented between the parties.362

Q. Dr. Liu claims your “contamination” argument from your Direct Testimony “misses363

the mark”.26 Please comment.364

A. I disagree with Dr. Liu’s assessment. To the contrary, my contamination argument365

directly hits the mark. The crux of this issue is whether the Interconnection Facility must366

remain “uncontaminated” by any traffic that AT&T deems to be subject to access rates367

for intercarrier compensation purposes in order for that facility to be subject to cost-based368

rates for facility pricing purposes. Obviously, the FCC says that it does not. As I stated in369

24 Liu Direct 1070-1072.
25 Liu Direct 1079-1084
26 Liu Direct 1097-1098.
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my Direct Testimony, the FCC clearly recognized that appropriate usage compensation370

for a particular category of traffic does not dictate the 251(c)(2) nature of the facility used371

to transmit that traffic and, therefore, the applicable pricing for a facility used for372

251(c)(2) purposes.27373

Q. Dr. Liu states that “E911 traffic is one-way traffic between Sprint network and the374

PSAP (via the Selective Router), not between Sprint and AT&T.”28 Do you agree?375

A. No, for the same reasons I previously discussed as to why this argument as made by376

AT&T is also wrong. E911 traffic is in fact “exchanged” between Sprint’s network and377

AT&T’s network (in the case where AT&T provides the Selective Router) before that378

call is transported to the PSAP. Further, as explained in the North Carolina Intrado case,379

911 is a telephone exchange service that triggers an ILEC’s 251(c)(2) interconnection380

obligations, notwithstanding the fact it is a service that may be initiated on a 1-way basis.381

Q. Do you agree with Dr. Liu’s assertion that transit traffic is not exchanged between382

the parties when AT&T owns the intermediary tandem office?29383

A. No, Dr. Liu’s assertion is illogical. Transit traffic is nothing more than telephone384

exchange service traffic that is mutually exchanged between Sprint and AT&T as385

previously discussed in the SNET v. DPUC case, even though such traffic is originated or386

terminated by a third party. It is clear Sprint exchanges transit traffic with AT&T.387

Otherwise, it would be impossible for AT&T to, in turn, exchange the transit traffic with388

27 CAF Order ¶ 972.
28 Liu Direct 1139-1140.
29 Liu Direct 1204-1205.
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the third party that ultimately originates or terminates the call. Dr. Liu’s improper389

conclusion is, again, based on her erroneous interpretation that the “exchange” of traffic390

is synonymous with the “origination/termination” of traffic between Sprint and AT&T391

end users, when in reality there is a clear distinction between the two.392

D. Issue 21 - What provisions, if any, regarding Interconnection Facility Audits393

should be included in the Agreement?394

E. Issue 22 - If Interconnection Facility Audits provisions are included in the395

Agreement, how should disputes regarding Interconnection Facility Audits396

be resolved?397

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin398

Q. AT&T Witness Pellerin cites facility specific audit provisions in a Sprint affiliate399

interconnection agreement as proof that these types of specialized audit provisions400

are sometimes warranted.30 Please comment.401

A. Ms. Pellerin’s example of facility specific audit provisions in other interconnection402

agreements is unpersuasive to this issue. The distinction between the enhanced extended403

link (commonly referred to as “EEL”) eligibility requirements Ms. Pellerin refers to in404

the Sprint CLEC agreement were specifically set forth in the FCC’s Triennial Review405

Remand Order (“TRRO”) and were thereafter incorporated into the FCC’s UNE Rules at406

47 C.F.R. § 51.318(b). It was on that basis that such UNE audit language exists in the407

Sprint CLEC interconnection agreement. There are no commensurate Interconnection408

30 Pellerin Direct 647-661.
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Facility eligibility requirements in the FCC’s rules upon which AT&T based its proposed409

language. Rather, AT&T simply created an artificial restriction on the use of the410

Interconnection Facility and then crafted audit requirements to support and enforce that411

fiction.412

b. Response to Staff Witness Zolnierek413

Q. Do you agree with Dr. Zolnierek’s opinion that it is appropriate to include audit414

provisions specific to the use of the Interconnection Facilities that Sprint leases from415

AT&T Illinois?31416

A. For obvious reasons, no. AT&T’s proposed audit provisions are all based upon, and417

necessary to enforce, AT&T’s inappropriate view that the Interconnection Facility can418

only be utilized for the extremely limited purpose of exchanging IntraMTA traffic419

between the end users of each of the parties. As I demonstrated in my Direct Testimony420

and further discussed above, this is simply incorrect. Further, any suggestion that it may421

somehow be difficult for AT&T to determine whether a given DS1 established by Sprint422

is used for the purpose of Interconnection or backhaul is ludicrous. Every DS1 will have423

a beginning and ending location associated with the DS1, typically referred to as the A424

and Z location. The A and Z locations of a DS1 used for Interconnection is going to be a425

CLLI code associated with a Sprint MSC (mobile switch) on one end and the CLLI code426

of the point of interconnection on AT&T’s network on the other end (and, this will be the427

case regardless of whether or not the Commission falls for AT&T’s imaginary distinction428

31 Zolnierek Direct 919-927.
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between a “CMRS” model or a “CLEC” model as applied to a CMRS carrier). However,429

the A and Z locations of a DS1 used for backhaul purposes will be associated with two430

points in the Sprint network (e.g., the Sprint MSC on one end and a Sprint cell tower on431

the other end; a Sprint cell tower on one end and a Sprint cell tower “hub” that connects432

multiple cell towers at the same place on the other end; a Sprint MSC on one end and a433

Sprint database piece of equipment on the other; two Sprint SS7 locations on either end).434

The point is, DS1s are established and used on a segregated basis for either435

Interconnection or backhaul purposes. There is no commingling of purposes at a DS1436

level, and AT&T is absolutely aware of that simple fact. Stated another way, unless437

AT&T simply fails to keep track of the end points at which it installs DS1s ordered by438

Sprint, AT&T will always know the A and Z location of every Sprint DS1, including the439

purpose (Interconnection vs. backhaul) for which that DS1 is used.440

F. Issue 24 - Should Sprint be required to establish separate Type 2A Equal441

Access Trunk Groups?442

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin443
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Q. How do you respond to AT&T Witness Pellerin’s statement that “InterMTA Traffic444

that AT&T Illinois receives from an IXC and routes to Sprint for completion to a445

Sprint end user is just as much an access service as the InterMTA Traffic that446

Sprint originates?”32447

A. Ms. Pellerin’s statement is misleading. Terminating InterMTA traffic from an IXC may448

be an access service as it relates to the IXC, but not as it relates to Sprint. Sprint is not an449

IXC and is not acting as a “pseudo-IXC” in this type of call. In fact, as between AT&T450

and Sprint, this is nothing more than a switched exchange access service provided to the451

IXC by both AT&T and Sprint. Again, this is not a service that AT&T is providing to452

Sprint. By way of comparison, if this type of call was terminating to a rural LEC that453

subtended the AT&T access tandem, AT&T sends the call to the rural LEC over the same454

common facilities it sends other types of traffic and both AT&T and the rural LEC bill455

the IXC access charges for the network functions that each of them respectively provide.456

The fact that wireless carriers are precluded by the FCC from filing access tariffs does457

not in some way mean that Sprint is not providing exchange access to that IXC when458

Sprint terminates a call delivered to AT&T by an IXC.459

b. Response to Staff Witness Liu460

Q. In her Direct Testimony, Staff Witness Liu makes the statement “AT&T opines that461

InterMTA traffic is traffic exchanged between Sprint and IXCs and is not traffic462

32 Pellerin Direct 774-776.
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originated from or terminated to AT&T end user customers and thus not Section463

251(c)(2) traffic.”33 What is your response to this statement?464

A. Dr. Liu provides no citation for the statement and it appears to me that she has465

misinterpreted AT&T’s testimony. In fact, in her Direct Testimony, AT&T Witness466

Pellerin directly contradicts this statement by Dr. Liu when Ms. Pellerin says Issue 30467

“involves a dispute over the way the parties will route InterMTA Traffic to one another468

that originates and terminates between them (i.e., no IXC is involved).”34 I can, however,469

categorically say that Dr. Liu’s statement is inaccurate. All InterMTA traffic is not470

necessarily traffic between Sprint and IXCs. Indeed, there is certainly some amount of471

InterMTA traffic exchanged directly between Sprint and AT&T. Moreover, as I472

demonstrated in my Direct Testimony and previously in this Rebuttal Testimony, the fact473

that a call may or may not originate from or terminate to an end user of one of the parties474

does not determine whether the traffic is subject to transmission over 251(c)(2)475

Interconnection Facilities.476

Q. Dr. Liu states that you are incorrect that Sprint is entitled to obtain Interconnection477

Facilities under Section 251(c)(2) for carrying traffic between its end user customers478

and IXCs.35 How do you respond?479

A. Dr. Liu is wrong. Traffic between Sprint end users and IXCs is exchange access traffic480

as I describe above. Dr. Liu and AT&T’s understanding of “mutual exchange” is481

33 Liu Direct 1374-1376 (emphasis added).
34 Pellerin Direct 1368-1370 (emphasis added).
35 Liu Direct 1398-1407.
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defective and, therefore, their use of the term “Interconnection” improperly limits the use482

of the Interconnection Facility. Exchange Access traffic between Sprint and an IXC via483

the AT&T access tandem is another example of where this unsupported limitation484

manifests itself to Sprint’s detriment. Of course Sprint is “exchanging” traffic with485

AT&T when it either hands-off traffic to or receives traffic from AT&T that involves an486

IXC connected to AT&T’s network.487

Q. Do you have other concerns with Dr. Liu’s position that “Sprint is not entitled to488

carry IXC traffic on cost-based interconnection facilities obtained under Section489

251(c)(2).”36490

A. Yes, it seems to me that Dr. Liu’s position may actually be sanctioning the discriminatory491

treatment of Sprint vis-à-vis rural LECs, who put all of their traffic between themselves492

and AT&T on one common facility, regardless of whether such traffic terminates to an493

AT&T end user or not. To require Sprint to maintain a separate facility for exchange494

access traffic, in addition to being contrary to the FCC’s rules, amounts to unjustifiable495

disparate treatment as compared to incumbent carriers.496

Q. Please comment on Dr. Liu’s statement that “AT&T, on the other hand, is simply an497

upstream supplier, providing an input (i.e., transport facility or service) to Sprint498

for Sprint’s provision of access service to IXCs.”37499

36 Liu Direct 1416-1418.
37 Liu Direct 1429-1431.
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A. I disagree with this characterization. AT&T bills the IXC access charges for tandem500

switching and common transport and is, therefore, anything but an upstream supplier to501

Sprint. AT&T fully recognizes it is providing a portion of the exchange access service to502

the IXC and bills accordingly.503

Q. So, you would disagree with Dr. Liu’s statement that in this situation AT&T does504

not bill the IXC access charges?38505

A. Yes, absolutely. It is not clear to me where Dr. Liu obtained such information or upon506

what she is otherwise basing her opinion, but, it is inaccurate. AT&T absolutely bills507

IXCs switched access charges for AT&T’s portion of the jointly provided exchange508

access service that it provides. If Dr. Liu is correct, then AT&T has presumably been509

erroneously billing all IXCs – including Sprint’s affiliated IXC – since 1996 and such510

carriers will be entitled to significant refunds.511

Q. What is your response to the distinction Dr. Liu draws between the jointly provided512

switched access a smaller (such as a rural LEC) and larger (such as AT&T)513

collectively provide and what AT&T and Sprint collectively provide?39514

A. Dr. Liu’s distinction is based upon inaccurate information. As previously indicated,515

AT&T does indeed bill the IXC terminating access charges when a call is transmitted by516

its access tandem and delivered to Sprint for termination to one of Sprint’s end users and,517

therefore, AT&T is providing its service directly to the IXC, not Sprint.518

38 Liu Direct 1459-1461.
39 Liu Direct 1465-1473.
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Q. In her Direct Testimony Dr. Liu says “Mr. Felton does not provide any FCC519

analyses or statements that reveal the FCC’s interpretation of such Congressional520

intent”40 when discussing whether Sprint is entitled to carry IXC traffic on 251(c)(2)521

Interconnection Facilities. Can you provide some support for your statement?522

A. Yes. In the First Report and Order, the FCC stated:523

Thus, we believe that Congress intended to facilitate entry by carriers offering524
either service. In imposing an interconnection requirement under section525
251(c)(2) to facilitate such entry, however, we believe that Congress did not want526
to deter entry by entities that seek to offer either service, or both, and, as a result,527
section 251(c)(2) requires incumbent LECs to interconnect with carriers providing528
"telephone exchange service and exchange access." Congress made clear that529
incumbent LECs must provide interconnection to carriers that seek to offer530
telephone exchange service and to carriers that seek to offer exchange access. 41531

Based upon that, it seems clear that the FCC intended that the 251(c)(2) Interconnection532

Facility could legitimately be used to carry IXC Traffic (i.e., exchange access) because533

they interpreted that as Congressional intent.534

G. Issue 30 - Should AT&T’s language regarding the routing of Exchange535

Access Service traffic be included in the Agreement?536

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin537

Q. What is your response to Ms. Pellerin’s discussion of how traffic Sprint receives538

from an IXC that is destined for an AT&T Illinois end office should be routed?42539

40 Liu Direct 1549-1551.
41 First Report and Order ¶ 184
42 Pellerin Direct 1406-1416.
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A. I find the majority of her testimony on this Issue to be off-point at best. Sprint has already540

agreed in Attachment 2, Section 3.1.2 that Sprint will be precluded from delivering541

wireline originated traffic to AT&T via Sprint’s network until the parties agree Sprint can542

do so via an amendment to the ICA (i.e, this was the ultimate resolution to Issue 2 in this543

Arbitration). Therefore, it is unclear to me why she engages in this discussion, however,544

as I will discuss in my rebuttal to Staff Witness Zolneriek’s Direct Testimony on this545

Issue, it certainly has had the effect of diverting the Staff’s attention away from the546

question at issue here to the wholly inapplicable “Halo” fear (which the Issue 2 resolution547

addresses). To be clear, I understand the “Halo” call scenario to mean a carrier, be it an548

IXC or CLEC, delivers wireline-originated traffic to a CMRS provider, and the CMRS549

provider in turn delivers such traffic as wireless traffic to an incumbent LEC over the550

Interconnection Facilities established between the CMRS and ILEC networks. The551

purpose in attempting to disguise wireline-originated traffic as wireless traffic would be552

to arbitrage the intercarrier compensation regime.553

Q. In light of the resolution of Issue 2 regarding wireline traffic, is it necessary for the554

ICA to further address whether traffic Sprint receives from an IXC destined for an555

AT&T end office switch should be routed over Interconnection Trunks?43556

A. No. Since the ICA already precludes Sprint from routing wireline-originated traffic to557

AT&T, it would be superfluous for the ICA to address how such traffic should or should558

not be routed to any given AT&T switch.559

43 Pellerin Direct 1406-1416.
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Q. In evaluating Sprint’s proposed language, Ms. Pellerin says, “All traffic from an560

IXC, or destined to an IXC, is access traffic and should be treated like any other561

switched access traffic.”44 Do you agree?562

A. Ms. Pellerin’s statement is overbroad and only true in the right context. By that I mean563

that as between AT&T and the IXC, certain traffic is subject to access charges and it564

would not be relevant to discuss those circumstances here. The ICA being arbitrated in565

this proceeding, however, is between AT&T and Sprint, and a call delivered by an IXC to566

AT&T for termination to a Sprint customer is exchange access that is appropriately567

transmitted over the Interconnection Facility. Therefore, AT&T may charge the IXC568

access charges based upon the jurisdiction of the traffic, and it would be inappropriate to569

rely upon that fact as a basis to require Sprint to acquire an access facility for the570

transmission of exchange access traffic between Sprint and AT&T. Not only would it be571

inappropriate, I believe it is in fact discriminatory. As previously discussed, when AT&T572

delivers a like call to another incumbent LEC that subtends their tandem, AT&T does so573

over a common facility used to exchange all traffic between AT&T and the other574

incumbent LEC.575

b. Response to Staff Witness Zolnierek576

Q. In his testimony regarding this Issue, Dr. Zolnierek states “it contains issues which577

concerns traffic between AT&T Illinois and IXCs in which Sprint is inserted into the578

call path between AT&T Illinois and the IXCs.”45 Do you agree?579

44 Pellerin Direct 1436-1438.
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A. No. Dr. Zolnierek is referring to the “Halo” scenario described above, which is not580

possible because the parties have agreed to language elsewhere46 that prevents Sprint581

from doing the very thing suggested. While there have been other cases in which a582

wireline carrier and a wireless carrier have attempted to game the intercarrier583

compensation system by inserting the wireless carrier into a call path for no other reason584

than to alter the compensation levels and flows, Sprint does not engage in such a practice,585

and that is why Sprint so readily agreed to the Issue 2 resolution language I reference586

above. I believe this insinuation was created largely by Ms. Pellerin’s testimony and it is587

unfortunate that Dr. Zolnierek needlessly devoted so much of his testimony addressing it.588

Q. Harboring under the mistaken “Halo” call scenario, Dr. Zolnierek opines that if589

Sprint were allowed to send IXC wireline originated switched access traffic over590

Interconnection Trunks, he “would expect that all IXCs would quickly move to591

either establish Interconnection Trunks or contract to use Sprint’s (or any similarly592

situated carrier’s) Interconnection Trunks to avoid switched access charges.”47 How593

do you respond?594

A. I have two issues with Dr. Zolnierek’s opinion. First, as I stated in my Direct Testimony,595

the type of facility used to transmit a call does not dictate the jurisdiction of the call and596

the resulting compensation due to the originating and/or terminating party. Second, and597

more importantly, Dr. Zolnierek says he does not believe “this is consistent with the598

45 Zolnierek Direct 1067-1070 (emphasis added).
46 See resolution of Issue 2.
47 Zolnierek Direct 1121-1123.
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FCC’s Transitional Order because it would result in a relatively immediate elimination of599

certain access charges, a result inconsistent with the FCC’s specific determination to600

transition, rather than flash cut, away from traditional switched access charges.”48 Dr.601

Zolnierek’s statement is off-point. This Issue deals with the facilities over which602

exchange access is transmitted, not the appropriate usage compensation for such traffic.603

As to whether all IXCs would quickly move their traffic to Interconnection Facilities, that604

risk has already been squarely addressed by the FCC in the CAF order and its long-605

standing rule 51.305(b). Section 51.305(b) of the FCC’s rules plainly states:606

A carrier that requests interconnection solely for the purpose of originating or607
terminating its interexchange traffic on an incumbent LEC’s network and not for608
the purpose of providing to others telephone exchange service, exchange access609
service, or both, is not entitled to receive interconnection pursuant to section610
251(c)(2) of the Act.611

612
Paragraph 972 of the CAF Order states in pertinent part:613

614
The Commission previously held that section 251(c)(2) interconnection615
arrangements may not be used solely for the transmission of interexchange616
traffic because such arrangements are for the exchange of “telephone exchange617
service” or “exchange access” traffic – and interexchange traffic is neither.618
However, as long as an interconnecting carrier is using the section 251(c)(2)619
interconnection arrangement to exchange some telephone exchange service620
and/or exchange access traffic, section 251(c)(2) does not preclude that carrier621
from relying on that same functionality to exchange other traffic with the622
incumbent LEC, as well. (Emphasis added)623

624
So, putting those two pieces of information together, if Sprint were an IXC it would not625

be permissible for Sprint to obtain 251(c)(2) arrangements (i.e., Interconnection626

Facilities) solely for the transmission of Sprint’s interexchange traffic, but, to the extent627

48 Zolnierek Direct 1124-1128.
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Sprint obtained a 251(c)(2) arrangement for the transmission of telephone exchange or628

exchange access traffic, it would be free to utilize that arrangement for the transmission629

of other traffic as well, including interexchange traffic. Now, to be clear, Sprint is not an630

IXC and all of Sprint’s traffic relative to AT&T falls into one of two categories –631

telephone exchange or exchange access – and, therefore, falls within the confines of the632

251(c)(2) traffic. However, even if Sprint had some traffic that did not fall into one of633

those two categories, application of the ¶ 972 standard stated above would make it634

perfectly permissible for such traffic to in fact be transmitted over the 251(c)(2)635

Interconnection Facilities between Sprint and AT&T.636

Q. Do you agree with Dr. Zolnierek’s statement that “the FCC has long restricted the637

ability of carriers to obtain 251(c)(2) interconnection for interexchange purposes”?49638

A. Only to the extent that he intends the word “restrict” to mean to the same extent that the639

FCC has expressly limited a carrier’s ability to obtain 251(c)(2) interconnection solely to640

exchange its own interexchange traffic without also offering telephone exchange services641

or exchange access to others. He does not differentiate what he means by “restricted”642

and, as I explain above, the FCC has addressed this issue squarely and in a precise643

manner.644

Q. In his Direct Testimony, Dr. Zolnierek says “[w]hen Sprint is sending traffic from645

its end users to IXCs or receiving traffic from IXCs destined for its end users, it is646

49 Zolnierek Direct 1130-1131.
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Sprint, making use of AT&T Illinois facilities, that is providing access service to647

IXCs and not AT&T Illinois.”50 Do you agree?648

A. Not entirely. For the reasons stated previously, I believe AT&T and Sprint are jointly649

providing exchange access as contemplated by 251(c)(2). So, to a certain extent, Sprint650

is providing exchange access to the IXC, but so is AT&T – hence, the joint provision of651

exchange access to the IXC.652

Q. Dr. Zolnierek recommends that the use of the term “Switched Access Service” be653

deleted from Section 4.10.3.1 on the premise that he “doubts that either party will654

make use of tariffs when Sprint, making use of AT&T Illinois facilities, is sending655

traffic from its end users to IXCs or receiving traffic from IXCs destined for its end656

users.” What is your response?657

A. First, Sprint is not likely to send any Sprint end user originated traffic to an IXC via658

AT&T’s facilities. As I mentioned earlier, Sprint has no equal access obligation and,659

therefore, when a Sprint end user originates a call to an IXC the typical routing of that660

call is from Sprint’s MSC to Sprint’s affiliated IXC or to the vendor that Sprint has661

selected to perform all of Sprint-originated 800 routing (which is not AT&T). This is662

why there is further qualifying phrase in 4.10.3.1 “that Sprint elects to route to or receive663

from” an IXC. If Sprint elects to use a given AT&T tandem to send/receive exchange664

access to an IXC and AT&T is not otherwise able to record such traffic, then Sprint is665

willing to install a separate exchange access trunk (which AT&T labels as “Equal666

50 Zolnierek Direct 1236-1239.
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Access”). But, if Sprint does not elect to use a given AT&T tandem for such purpose, or667

AT&T can otherwise record the traffic without such a separate trunk, then there is no668

reason to have the otherwise unnecessary separate “Equal Access” trunk. Second, in the669

event exchange access traffic is sent/received between an IXC network and Sprint via the670

AT&T network, as previously explained, AT&T is in fact going to charge that IXC671

pursuant to its Switched Access Tariff. While Dr. Zolnierek is correct that AT&T’s672

Switched Access Tariff should be irrelevant as between Sprint and AT&T, to the extent it673

remains relevant, it is between AT&T and the IXC. If the term “Switched Access674

Service” remains in this agreement at all, it needs to be properly qualified to pertain only675

to AT&T and an IXC, and not in any way as between AT&T and Sprint. Accordingly, if676

the term is deleted from 4.10.3.1, then the concept of Switched Access needs to be677

completely removed from the Agreement, and all language re-worked to simply and678

correctly acknowledge that traffic between the Sprint network and an IXC that is sent via679

the AT&T network is simply “exchange access” traffic that can traverse the680

Interconnection Facility - and there is no need whatsoever for any of AT&T’s “Switched681

Access” or incorrectly labeled “Equal Access” language.682

683

III. POINT OF INTERCONNECTION684

A. Issue 15 - What is the appropriate definition of the “Point of685

Interconnection”?686

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin687
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Q. In her Direct Testimony, AT&T Witness Pellerin suggests that Sprint has not688

“provided a persuasive reason for the Commission to reverse its prior decisions on689

this issue.”51 Do you agree?690

A. No. While Sprint Witness Farrar deals with the issue of Interconnection Facility Sharing691

in Issue 46, I would simply say that the justification Sprint provided in Direct Testimony692

and provides here could not be more clear and persuasive. The FCC’s implementing rules693

clearly state:694

The costs of shared facilities shall be recovered in a manner that efficiently695
apportions costs among users. Costs of shared facilities may be apportioned either696
through usage-sensitive charges or capacity-based flat-rated charges, if the state697
commission finds that such rates reasonably reflect the costs imposed by the698
various users.52699

700
A LEC may not assess charges on any other telecommunications carrier for701
telecommunications traffic that originates on the LEC’s network.53702

703
The rate of a carrier providing transmission facilities dedicated to the transmission704
of non-access traffic between two carriers’ networks shall recover only the costs705
of the proportion of that trunk capacity used by an interconnecting carrier to send706
non-access traffic that will terminate on the providing carrier’s network. Such707
proportions may be measured during peak periods.54708

709
b. Response to Staff Witness Liu710

51 Pellerin Direct 915-921.

52 47 C.F.R 51.507(c).

53 47 C.F.R. 51.703(b).

54 47 C.F.R. 51.709(b)
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Q. How do you respond to Dr. Liu’s statement that “Sprint seemingly takes the view711

that it should not be held responsible to pay for the interconnection facilities that it712

procures and admits it is responsible to procure”?55713

A. This statement by Dr. Liu is misleading and does not accurately represent Sprint’s714

position on this Issue. It is more accurate to say Sprint cannot be held responsible to pay715

for the portion of the Interconnection Facilities AT&T uses to deliver its originated traffic716

to Sprint. Sprint’s position is wholly consistent with the FCC rules cited above in717

response to AT&T Witness Pellerin’s testimony on this Issue. Sprint witness Farrar718

discusses in greater detail the FCC authority that makes it clear AT&T remains719

responsible for the costs of Interconnection Facilities on the Sprint side of a POI when720

those facilities are used to deliver AT&T originated traffic56.721

B. Issue 16 - Must Sprint obtain AT&T’s consent to Sprint’s designation of a722

POI at a technically feasible location on AT&T’s network or Sprint’s723

removal of a previously established POI?724

Q. The Issue is framed as “Must Sprint obtain AT&T’s consent to Sprint’s designation725

of a POI at a technically feasible location on AT&T’s network or Sprint’s removal726

55 Liu Direct 230-232.
56 See e.g., MAP Mobile Communications, Inc., Complainant, v. Illinois Bell Telephone

Company, Indiana Bell telephone Company, Incorporated, Michigan Bell Telephone
Company, The Ohio Bell Telephone Company, Wisconsin Bell, Inc., Pacific Bell Telephone
Company, and Southwestern Bell Telephone, L.P., Defendants; File No. EB-05-MD-013; DA
09-1065; Memorandum Opinion and Order; Adopted and Released May 13, 2009.
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of a previously established POI?” Does this accurately reflect the current state of727

the Issue?728

A. No. As I understand it, only the second portion of the Issue (i.e., “consent for removal of729

a previously established POI”) is still in dispute.730

a. Response to AT&T Witness Albright731

Q. How would you characterize AT&T Witness Albright’s testimony on this Issue?732

A. It appears that Mr. Albright relies upon what “makes sense” to AT&T to persuade the733

Commission of its position. As I demonstrated in my Direct Testimony and further734

illustrate here, AT&T must rely upon this “common sense” approach because it does not735

have federal law on its side.736

Q. Do you believe AT&T’s position is compatible with federal law?737

A. No. Although I am not an attorney and Sprint’s attorneys will address the legal aspects of738

this issue in briefs, a plain reading of the statute would indicate that AT&T’s position is739

clearly in conflict with federal law. Section 251(c)(2)(B) of the Act provides in relevant740

part:741

[E]ach incumbent local exchange carrier has the following duties: * * *742
(2) The duty to provide, for the facilities and equipment of any requesting743
telecommunications carrier, interconnection with the local exchange744
carrier’s network . . . (B) at any technically feasible point within the745
carrier’s network . . . .746

The obligations imposed in this statute are duties imposed on incumbent LECs only, and747

not on competitive carriers like Sprint. In addition, the plain language of the statute748

makes clear that it is the “requesting” carrier (here, Sprint) – and not the incumbent LEC749

– which possesses the right to determine where to interconnect with the incumbent. As750
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the Tenth Circuit Court has held, “the affirmative duty established in § 251(c) runs solely751

to the ILEC, and is only triggered on request for direct connection.”57752

753

AT&T’s position in this arbitration stands this statute on its head. Specifically, AT&T754

would have the Commission read § 251(c)(2) as:755

1. Imposing duties on competitive carriers like Sprint (e.g., requiring it to756
interconnect at locations within AT&T’s network where it no longer wants757
such interconnections); and further758

2. Giving AT&T, as the incumbent LEC, the ability to determine where759
competitive carriers like Sprint must interconnect within AT&T’s network760
(whether unilaterally or by withholding its consent).761

This AT&T position cannot be squared with the plain language of the statute.762

Q. Much of Mr. Albright’s discussion seems to suggest a different set of rules apply to763

new entrants than to established carriers.58 Do you agree that is the case?764

A. No. It is not surprising that AT&T cites no legal authority for its assertion. Section765

251(c)(2) on its face specifically states that the right to choose where to interconnect with766

an incumbent ILEC is a right held by “any requesting telecommunications carrier”767

(emphasis added). There is nothing in the statute, or in implementing FCC rules and768

orders, that limits these rights to “new entrants” only. Any distinction drawn in 251(c)(2)769

is as between a requesting carrier and an incumbent LEC, not as between requesting770

carriers based upon undefined levels of “establishment” as perceived by AT&T (or Staff).771

Therefore, Mr. Albright’s lengthy discussion about how “established” Sprint is as a772

57 Atlas Telephone v. Oklahoma Comm’n, 400 F.3d 1256, 1268 (10th Cir. 2005).
58 Albright Direct 520-552.
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telecommunications carrier is completely irrelevant. Sprint is still a requesting carrier773

entitled to all rights afforded by the Act and AT&T is still an incumbent LEC subject to774

all of the obligations enumerated in Section 251(c).775

Q. What has the FCC said about Section 251(c)(2)?776

A. The FCC has repeatedly held that under this statute, a requesting carrier like Sprint can777

choose to interconnect with an incumbent LEC at only one point of interconnection778

(“POI”) in a LATA. For example, in its recent USF/ICC Transformation Order, the FCC779

affirmed that an ILEC “must allow a requesting telecommunications carrier to780

interconnect at any technically feasible point. The Commission has interpreted this781

provision to mean that competitive LECs have the option to interconnect at a single point782

of interconnection (POI) per LATA.”59783

Q. Do you agree with AT&T’s assertion that the existing POIs demonstrate that784

“Sprint itself has recognized that it is most efficient for the parties to interconnect at785

multiple locations throughout the LATA”)?60786

59 USF/ICC Transformation Order, 26 FCC Rcd 17663, 18116 ¶ 1316 (2011)(emphasis added).
See also Unified Intercarrier Compensation Regime Further NPRM, 20 FCC Rcd 4685, 4725
¶ 87 (2005)(same); Virginia Arbitration Order, 17 FCC Rcd 27039, 27064 ¶ 52 (2002)
(Competitive carriers “may request interconnection at any technically feasible point. This
includes the right to request a single point of interconnection in a LATA.”); Unified
Intercarrier Compensation Regime NPRM, 16 FCC Rcd 9610, 9650 ¶ 112 (2001)(An “ILEC
must allow a requesting telecommunications carrier to interconnect at any technically feasible
point, including the option to interconnect at a single POI per LATA.”). (Emphasis added).

60 Albright Direct 470-472.
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A. No. Even assuming this to be true for the sake of discussion, this would in no way trump787

the legal requirements of the Act as interpreted by the FCC. If the current POI788

configuration is indeed the most efficient for Sprint, I am certain Sprint will perpetuate789

this design. However, Sprint must not be required to obtain AT&T’s consent to alter the790

POI configuration to the extent that Sprint may determine a different network design is791

warranted. Furthermore, technology and traffic patterns change over time and requesting792

carriers must have the flexibility to adapt network configurations to take advantage of793

technological advances and to adjust to changing traffic patterns. As is publicly well794

known, Sprint is in the midst of both a decommissioning of its prior iDEN-based CMRS795

network and, at the same time, is constructing a new 4G network. It is simply796

inconceivable that Congress, the FCC or even this Commission would even suggest that797

Sprint, as a requesting carrier, is required to obtain the consent of its competitor before798

Sprint can either decommission old network Interconnections, or reconfigure existing799

network Interconnections as Sprint sees fit to implement efficiencies associated with800

incorporating new technologies in its continuing network. It is important not to lose sight801

of the fact that, as to which party is incurring the greater economic burden associated802

with the placement of POIs and the ongoing “preservation” of such placements, it is803

Sprint that is the net-payer of revenues to AT&T, rather than vice versa. Sprint has in804

excess of 70 POIs with AT&T in Illinois, the vast majority of which come nowhere near805

an OC-12 threshold.806
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Q. Does Sprint’s opposition to being required to obtain AT&T’s consent prior to807

decommissioning an existing POI mean that Sprint does not want to cooperate with808

AT&T?809

A. Absolutely not. Interconnecting two carrier’s networks is a cooperative venture and810

Sprint will undoubtedly cooperate and communicate with AT&T in the ongoing811

maintenance of such interconnection. To the extent Sprint wishes to decommission an812

existing POI, Sprint would give ample notice to AT&T to ensure all traffic to be813

exchanged between the parties is done so successfully, However, under federal law,814

Sprint simply cannot be required to obtain AT&T permission, or be forced to “justify” its815

actions, prior to adjusting the number and location of the points at which it chooses to816

Interconnect with AT&T.817

Q. What about AT&T’s statement that establishing POIs only at its access tandems818

“would increase the risk of tandem facility exhaust”?61819

A. This AT&T assertion is baseless. Notably, AT&T has not submitted any facts to support820

its concern that tandem facility exhaust might be a problem in Illinois. And, given that821

AT&T and other ILECs continue to lose subscribers to wireless services and other822

competitive offerings, if anything, the risk of tandem exhaust should be decreasing.823

Moreover and significantly, AT&T did not raise this exhaustion concern in its filings824

with the FCC. To the contrary, AT&T told the FCC that having competitive carriers send825

all of their traffic to AT&T at its access tandem switches would be “the most efficient826

61 Albright Direct 459.
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and competitively neutral approach” and would be “far superior to that advocated by827

commenters who would define existing physical points of interconnection as network828

Edges.”62829

830

In the end, this AT&T “tandem exhaust” concern is a complete red herring. As Sprint831

told AT&T and other ILECs last year, “Sprint will work closely with ILECs during the832

process of decommissioning Type 2G facilities”:833

An ILEC will no doubt want to improve the efficiencies within its own834
network. In the event the ILEC determines that it would realize835
efficiencies by maintaining some or all of the current Type 2B facilities,836
Sprint will accommodate this request, provided that the ILEC agrees to837
stop billing Sprint for the facilities that are properly part of the ILEC’s838
own network.63839

AT&T in reply acknowledged that in a bill-and-keep environment, it bears “financial840

responsibility” for all traffic “within its own network Edge” – “regardless of whether that841

[intranetwork] transport is switched or dedicated – because [ILEC] tandems will be their842

network Edges.”64843

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Albright’s comment that Sprint should not be “allowed844

sole discretion to degrade its network from its current multiple POI arrangements845

62 AT&T Comments, Docket No. 01-92, et al., at 62 and 63 (Feb. 24, 2012)(“AT&T FNPRM
Comments”).

63 Sprint FNPRM Comments, Docket No. 01-92 et al., at 40 (Feb. 24, 2012)(emphasis added).
64 AT&T FNRM Reply Comments at 55 and 57.
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to a single POI arrangement flies in the face of the goal of the Act to promote846

facilities based-competition”?65847

A. First of all, any AT&T perceived goal of “promoting facilities based-competition” is848

irrelevant to Sprint’s rights to interconnect in the manner that Sprint deems most efficient849

for Sprint. Neither AT&T nor the Commission, under the guise of “promoting facilities850

based-competition”, can restrict a requesting carrier’s right to determine the most851

efficient manner to interconnect with the ILEC. Secondly, Sprint disagrees with Mr.852

Albright’s further characterization that Sprint is seeking discretion to manage its own853

network afforded to it by Congress in order to “degrade” the Sprint network. It is a well-854

established principle of economics that the market will instill the necessary discipline to855

compel Sprint to manage its network in the most efficient and reliable manner possible.856

Finally, it is counterintuitive how requiring Sprint to maintain POI arrangements it deems857

as “suboptimal” furthers the goal of the Act to promote facilities-based competition. The858

goals of facilities-based competition are furthered when efficient carriers are free to859

manage their own networks without burdensome requirements placed upon them by860

incumbent LECs whose goal is to see their competitors’ demise.861

Q. Should the Commission, as AT&T recommends, follow its precedent in its 2004862

AT&T/MCI Arbitration Order, No. 04-0469 (see p. 25)?863

A. The Commission should not follow this precedent for the following reason. As864

demonstrated above, AT&T’s proposal to require Sprint to keep using the parties’865

65 Albright Direct 592-594.
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existing POIs is flatly inconsistent with federal law, including Section 251(c)(2) of the866

Act and the FCC’s implementing rules and orders.66867

b. Response to Staff Witness Liu868

Q. Staff Witness Liu states the following: “Section 251(c)(2) of the 1996 Act grants869

Sprint the right to establish new interconnection at any technically feasible point on870

AT&T’s network. It says nothing about dismantling or managing or maintaining871

existing interconnection.”67 How do you respond?872

A. It is difficult to know how to respond to Dr. Liu’s statement since she draws a conclusion873

that has no foundation in the statute she cites. As I stated in my Direct Testimony, a874

requesting carrier such as Sprint is endowed by Congress with the right to interconnect875

with an incumbent LEC at any technically feasible point. The FCC has interpreted that to876

mean the requesting carrier has the “option to interconnection at a single POI per877

LATA.”68 Dr. Liu has added her own spin that this option to interconnect at a single POI878

only applies to a brand new requesting carrier upon the establishment of an initial POI.879

66 In its 2004 Order, the Commission cited a passing FCC statement in its 1996 Local
Competition Order referencing “expensive interconnection” within a discussion of §
251(d)(1). Whatever the FCC might have meant by the term, “expensive interconnection,”
the FCC subsequently – and repeatedly – required ILECs to honor competitor requests for one
POI per LATA, obviously determining that such an efficient arrangement does not fall within
the term, “expensive interconnection.” In fact, the FCC specifically rejected an ILEC
proposal that would have permitted the ILEC to charge extra if the competitive chose a POI
location the ILEC did not like. See Virginia Arbitration Order, 17 FCC Rcd 27039, 27057-
65 ¶¶ 36-54 (2002).

67 Liu Direct 635-638.

68 CC Docket No. 01-92, FCC 01-132 ¶ 112.
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However, a plain reading of the FCC’s pronouncement would lead one to the conclusion880

that a requesting carrier such as Sprint need only maintain a single POI in the LATA in881

which it provides service. If a requesting carrier is denied the right to decommission882

existing POIs that exceed the single POI that is required, that carrier is effectively denied883

its right to interconnect at a single POI in a LATA, in direct contradiction with the FCC’s884

clear interpretation of 251(c)(2). Dr. Liu’s logic is simply incongruent with the FCC’s885

intent on this Issue.886

Q. Dr. Liu goes on to say “no statute or regulation grants Sprint the right to dismantle887

any existing interconnection at its own discretion.” Does the absence of specific888

statute permitting a requesting to decommission an existing POI at its discretion889

mean that it cannot do so?890

A. No. Sound logic would suggest that when Congress gives a right to a requesting carrier, it891

would spell out exceptions to this right to the extent they existed. Since Congress nor the892

FCC has indicated that there are any exceptions to the single POI per LATA principle, it893

would be improper for the Commission to do so here.894

Q. Is Staff’s position on decommissioning existing POIs even consistent with its position895

on establishing new POIs?896

A. No. Although, Sprint disagrees that any threshold is justifiable under the Act and FCC’s897

rules (discussed below), Staff’s position that Sprint is not entitled to decommission898

existing POIs without AT&T’s consent, or Commission approval “based upon sufficient899
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justification”69 in the absence of such consent, is inconsistent with its recommendation on900

the establishment of new POIs. At a minimum, if the Commission adopts the OC12901

threshold for the establishment of new POIs, then that same objective standard should be902

used to determine the point at which Sprint is entitled to decommission an existing POI.903

To be clear, Sprint believes any capacity-based standard is arbitrary and unjustifiable904

under federal law. However, to the extent an OC12 threshold is adopted, it should be905

applied consistently and, even then, only with respect to tandems. Under no906

circumstances should a POI have to be established or maintained at an AT&T end office907

over Sprint’s objection. Thus, to the extent the exchange of traffic at any existing POI908

does not reach an OC12 level, Sprint is per se justified to decommission such POI.909

Q. Are there POIs Sprint would immediately decommission upon execution of an910

arbitrated Agreement that does not limit Sprint’s ability to decommission POIs, as911

long as Sprint maintains at least one POI per LATA?912

A. Yes. Sprint would immediately decommission POIs established at the end offices listed913

in Sprint’s response to DR-1 Part 3. The end offices are identified by CLLI codes that do914

not end in “T”. Sprint may also determine that existing POIs are no longer necessary at915

certain AT&T tandems.916

69 Liu Direct 695-696.
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C. Issue 17 - Should Sprint be required to establish additional Points of917

Interconnection (POIs) when its traffic to an AT&T Tandem Serving Area918

exceeds 28 DS1s?919

a. Response to AT&T Witness Albright920

Q. In his Direct Testimony, Mr. Albright describes AT&T’s artificial threshold at921

which Sprint would be required to establish an additional POI “reasonable”.70 Do922

you agree that AT&T’s proposed threshold is “reasonable”?923

A. No. However, whether I or Mr. Albright think AT&T’s proposal is “reasonable” is924

irrelevant. As I explained above in Issue 16 regarding decommissioning an existing POI,925

a requesting carrier simply cannot be compelled to establish more than one POI per926

LATA by an incumbent LEC such as AT&T. Mr. Albright resorts to a “reasonable”927

argument because there is no federal law or FCC rule to which he can point in support of928

AT&T’s position.929

Q. Throughout his testimony on this Issue and Issue 16, Mr. Albright refers to Sprint’s930

desire to move from a multiple POI to a single POI arrangement. Is this Sprint’s931

goal?932

A. Not necessarily. This use of hyperbole on Mr. Albright’s part is an apparent attempt to933

divert the Commission’s attention away from the actual requirements of the Act and the934

FCC’s rules. To the extent that Sprint determines the efficient design of its network935

design calls for Sprint to either establish and/or maintain more than one POI in a LATA,936

70 Albright Direct 655-670.
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that is precisely what Sprint will do. However, as I stated previously, Sprint cannot be937

compelled to maintain existing or establish additional POIs based upon AT&T938

predilections.939

b. Response to Staff Witness Liu940

Q. Is tandem exhaust a legitimate reason to mandate a requesting carrier to establish941

additional POIs at an artificially determined threshold?942

A. No. Dr. Liu comments that the Commission has previously determined “tandem exhaust943

can render an otherwise technically feasible point technically infeasible.”71 I do not find944

this to be a valid concern. I am not aware of and AT&T has presented no evidence to945

support that there are potential tandem exhaust situations in Illinois. Further, just because946

Sprint establishes a POI at a particular tandem does not mean that all the traffic delivered947

to that tandem must be switched at that tandem. The parties have agreed to undisputed948

language pursuant to which the parties may route traffic destined for a particular end949

office over dedicated trunks that ride AT&T’s intra-office facilities from the POI at the950

tandem to the end office. This type of tandem-bypass arrangement can be used to951

alleviate a tandem exhaust situation.952

Q. Does Sprint support Dr. Liu’s recommendation that Sprint be required to establish953

an additional POI when traffic to a particular office reaches an OC12 level?72954

A. No. Sprint is opposed to the establishment of any artificially determined threshold at955

which it would be required to establish additional POIs. However, as between Dr. Liu’s956

71 Liu Direct 720-721.
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and AT&T’s artificially created threshold, Sprint certainly finds Dr. Liu’s OC12 level957

more palatable.958

IV. INTERMTA ISSUES959

A. Issue 7 - What are the appropriate definitions related to “InterMTA960

Traffic”?961

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin962

Q. Do the FCC’s rules make any distinction between “toll” and “non-toll” Traffic?73963

A. This is largely a legal argument that will be further addressed in Sprint’s legal briefs.964

However, despite Ms. Pellerin’s implied assertion (that there is an FCC rule regarding965

InterMTA traffic) there is no such FCC promulgated “InterMTA” rule. As I understand966

it, the FCC’s new transition rules utilize the same statutory exchange access reference967

that was used in 251(g) to maintain access charges on a step-down basis to the extent968

exchange access traffic was subject to access charges before enactment of the 1996 Act.969

As I point out in my Direct Testimony, a correct application of the statutory definitions of970

“exchange access” and “telephone toll service” would preclude any carrier from971

assessing access charges on traffic for which a separate toll charge is not assessed.972

b. Response to Staff Witness Zolnierek973

Q. Is InterMTA traffic not typically the subject of Interconnection Agreements as Dr.974

Zolnierek suggests?74975

72 Lie Direct 792-821.
73 Pellerin Direct 1250-1251.
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A. In my experience, InterMTA is typically dealt with in some manner in Interconnection976

Agreements. This is because at least some amount of InterMTA Traffic is exchanged977

over the Interconnection Facility. Regardless of what Staff may believe, it is not feasible978

for either party to completely avoid the routing of interMTA traffic over Interconnection979

Facilities. Historically, wireless carriers and ILECs have negotiated contract language980

recognizing that terminating InterMTA traffic can and will be transmitted over the981

Interconnection Facility. Notwithstanding the fact that there is a separate dispute982

regarding the compensation that may be due for interMTA traffic, as previously983

explained, the CAF Order makes clear that what a carrier pays for usage is a distinct issue984

from the carrier’s ability to use a 251(c)(2) Interconnection Facility to exchange such985

traffic. That is why the interconnection agreement also needs to address the exchange of986

InterMTA traffic over 251(c)(2) facilities.987

Q. Do you agree that adoption of Sprint’s proposal with respect to InterMTA Traffic988

would have a profound impact on the telecommunications industry?989

A. Yes; but, that is not a reason why the Commission should not accurately apply both the990

Act and the FCC’s Rules as required by the plain language of both. Dr. Zolnierek991

suggests that “all carriers of all types (e.g., wireless and wireline) would quickly adopt992

the entire nation as their local calling area…”.75 I’m not certain if Dr. Zolnierek thinks993

this would be a negative outcome but I see it as a significant win for the consumers of994

74 Zolnierek Direct 757-761.
75 Zolnierek Direct 774-775.
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Illinois and the United States as a whole. Now, to be clear, for a carrier to simply assert995

that its current plan includes nation-wide toll-free calling when in actuality it does not996

would be an inappropriate attempt to game the system and Sprint does not support that997

type of ruse. As I indicated in my Direct Testimony, the vast majority of Sprint’s998

customers do in fact enjoy nationwide toll-free calling and it is this type of calls that999

should not be subject to access charges when exchanged with another carrier.1000

Q. Do you believe Sprint’s position is consistent with the FCC’s intent as expressed in1001

the CAF Order?1002

A. Yes. I agree with Dr. Zolnierek that the “FCC put in place a plan that phases out access1003

charges and moves to a bill and keep regime over several years.”76 I would add that the1004

FCC’s plan only applies to traffic that are legitimately subject to access charges. As I1005

demonstrated in my Direct Testimony, access charges are not legitimately applicable to1006

non-toll traffic – and this has been the case since prior to the CAF Order.1007

Q. Do you agree with Dr. Zolnierek’s assessment that the Commission should not place1008

any weight on the citations from the 2008 Wireless Toll Declaratory Order and the1009

2011 CAF Order you use as the basis for Sprint’s position on this Issue?1010

A. No, in fact, the Commission would be remiss to not consider both the 2008 Wireless Toll1011

Declaratory Order (also referred to as the “Universal Service Contribution Methodology1012

Order”) and the CAF Order. While it is true that the Wireless Toll Declaratory Order1013

deferred the issue of what compensation was due as to nationwide-plan wireless non-toll1014

76 Zolnierek Direct 781-782.
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traffic, the principle espoused in that Order is illustrative, and reiterated in the CAF1015

Order. When read in the context of when access charges are applicable to exchange1016

access traffic, each of those Orders supports the finding that access charges cannot apply1017

to non-toll traffic. Dr. Zolnierek attempts to limit any effect of the CAF Order’s1018

reiteration of the Wireless Toll Declaratory Order by stating “unlike for other forms of1019

traffic including LEC-CMRS traffic, VoIP-PSTN traffic was not, when the FCC made its1020

determinations in its Transitional Order, subject to traditional intercarrier compensation1021

rates.”77 But, this same rationale applies in the instance of InterMTA traffic given that, as1022

explained in my Direct Testimony, the FCC has never promulgated a rule that1023

affirmatively applied access charges to InterMTA Traffic. As I stated in my Direct1024

Testimony, if the FCC had done so, I would expect AT&T Witness Pellerin and Staff1025

Witness to point to it. In fact, if such a rule existed, Sprint would not have brought this1026

Issue to the Commission for resolution. The fact is that such a rule simply does not exist.1027

Further, the CAF Order affirmatively recognizes in footnote 1902 that:1028

The Act defines “telephone toll service” as “telephone service between stations in1029
different exchanges areas for which there is made a separate charge not included1030
in contracts with subscribers for exchange service.” 47 U.S.C. § 47 153(55). The1031
Commission previously has described toll services as “services that enable1032
customers to communicate outside of their local exchange calling areas,” and that,1033
for wireless providers, this means outside the customer’s plan-defined home1034
calling area. [citing the Universal Service Contribution Methodology Order].1035

1036
As previously stated in my Direct, the plan-defined home calling area for the vast1037

majority of Sprint’s customers is now a nation-wide calling area.1038

77 Zolnierek 873-875.
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1039
B. Issue 39 - What is the appropriate compensation for Non-Toll InterMTA1040

Traffic?1041

C. Issue 40 - What is the appropriate compensation for Toll InterMTA Traffic?1042

D. Issue 41 - Is either Party entitled to collect compensation on any of its1043

originated traffic? If so, what originated traffic is subject to such1044

compensation and at what rate?1045

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin1046

Q. Ms. Pellerin says that “Sprint’s proposed language making such a distinction1047

[between toll and non-toll InterMTA Traffic] is contrary to the FCC’s rules.”78 Do1048

you agree?1049

A. No. Ironically, Ms. Pellerin says that Sprint’s position is contrary to the FCC’s rules but1050

then fails to point to any rule to which Sprint’s position is contrary. As I’ve said1051

repeatedly, if such a rule existed, Sprint would not have brought this Issue to the1052

Commission for arbitration.1053

Q. Is “Sprint’s language requiring bill and keep for terminating InterMTA Traffic1054

immediately is in violation of the FCC’s order to transition to bill and keep for1055

access traffic over a six year period”?791056

A. No. Sprint’s proposed language would be in violation of the CAF Order if InterMTA1057

Traffic was per se subject to access charges. However, as I have demonstrated in my1058

78 Pellerin Direct 1608-1609.
79 Pellerin Direct 1706-1708.
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Direct Testimony and Sprint’s attorneys will discuss further in briefs, InterMTA Traffic1059

for which no toll charge is assessed is not subject to access charges. Ms. Pellerin simply1060

makes an assumption to support her statement, but that assumption does not stand up to a1061

well-reasoned application of the relevant statutory definitions.1062

Q. Is maintaining the status quo a compelling reason to adopt AT&T’s position?801063

A. No, especially when the status quo is unsupportable by federal law. The Commission1064

should do what is supported by federal law, regardless of whether it is consistent with the1065

status quo.1066

b. Response to Staff Witness Rearden1067

80 Pellerin Direct 1759-1761.
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Q. In his Direct Testimony, Dr. Rearden states “[t]he FCC made it quite clear in its1068

Connect America Fund Order that InterMTA traffic was to be viewed as access1069

traffic for purposes of intercarrier compensation.”81 Do you agree?1070

A. No, I am not aware that the FCC made such a blanket statement in the CAF Order (or1071

anywhere else for that matter) and Dr. Rearden provides no citation to substantiate his1072

claim. He goes on to say that “the FCC’s reform timeline does not make sense if it simply1073

wanted all CMRS traffic, including InterMTA traffic immediately reset to bill and1074

keep.”82 To be clear, Sprint has not advocated that all InterMTA traffic be immediately1075

reset to bill and keep. Indeed, if a CMRS provider charges a toll charge to its customer1076

for the carriage of InterMTA Traffic, an access charge certainly may be due to the1077

terminating LEC.1078

Q. Do you agree with Dr. Rearden that AT&T is acting as the “pseudo-IXC” when it1079

originates an InterMTA call that terminates to Sprint?831080

A. Yes, and I further agree with him that Sprint should not be required to pay access charges1081

to AT&T on this AT&T-originated traffic. When an AT&T end-user originates an1082

InterMTA call, Sprint is certainly not acting as an IXC – it has no business arrangement1083

with the AT&T end-user to carry such end-user’s wireline-originated traffic. Moreover,1084

Sprint believes that originating charges are simply inappropriate in any Section 2511085

Interconnection Agreement. As I stated in my Direct Testimony, Sprint does not believe1086

81 Rearden Direct 583-585.
82 Rearden Direct 5585-587.
83 Rearden Direct 631-633.
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that either party should assess access charges on an InterMTA call for which no toll1087

charge is assessed to the originating end user.84 However, to the extent the Commission1088

finds Sprint liable for access charges on Sprint-originated InterMTA Traffic that1089

terminates to AT&T, then AT&T, as the “pseudo-IXC” when it originates an InterMTA1090

call that terminates to Sprint, should be required to compensate Sprint for AT&T-1091

originated InterMTA calls. Such compensation could take the form of an offset in the1092

InterMTA factor for Sprint’s originating InterMTA Traffic.1093

V. OTHER COMPENSATION ISSUES1094

A. Issue 36 - What categories of Authorized Services traffic are subject to1095

compensation between the Parties?1096

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin1097

Q. Should IXC Traffic be excluded from bill and keep and Ms. Pellerin suggests?851098

A. Given that the ICA is an agreement between the parties and spells out the rights and1099

obligations of each party, no. One or both of the parties may be entitled to bill the IXC1100

for traffic that touches its network, but they are not entitled to bill each other.1101

B. Issue 5 - What is the appropriate definition of “Section 251(b)(5)” traffic?1102

C. Issue 70 – Which Party’s Pricing Sheets and rates should be adopted?1103

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin1104

84 Felton Direct 1073-1075.
85 Pellerin Direct 1479, 1495-1496.
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Q. Is Sprint’s proposed definition of Section 251(b)(5) Traffic “too broad”.861105

A. No. As I stated in my Direct Testimony, the FCC has brought all traffic within Section1106

251(b)(5).87 To my knowledge, there is not a broader category of traffic than “all”. I do1107

note that while AT&T opposes the use of any “Section 251(b)(5) Traffic” definition, it1108

still wants to use the term “251(b)(5)” in various places within the Agreement and the1109

Price Sheet. AT&T proposes to use the term 251(b)(5) and equate it to mean only1110

“IntraMTA” traffic. Sprint opposes this action since it is contrary to the FCC’s holding1111

in the CAF Order that, as reflected in Sprint’s proposed definition, “251(b)(5)” means all1112

traffic, not just intraMTA traffic.1113

D. Issue 37 - Should IntraMTA Traffic be exchanged on a bill and keep basis?1114

a. Response to AT&T Witness Pellerin1115

Q. Do you agree with Ms. Pellerin that “[a]ny traffic that Sprint routes via another1116

carrier (i.e., indirectly), however, will not be exchanged pursuant to the ICA”?881117

A. No. She goes on to suggest that such traffic would not be subject to bill and keep. If1118

anything is clear regarding compensation between a LEC and a CMRS provider, it is that1119

IntraMTA Traffic is subject to bill and beep, regardless of how the traffic is delivered. It1120

is inexplicable how Ms. Pellerin arrives at her conclusion of what compensation she1121

would propose if such traffic is not subject to bill and keep.1122

1123

86 Pellerin Direct 1190.
87 Felton Direct 1189-1191. See also CAF Order ¶ 762.
88 Pellerin Direct 1551-1552.
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Q. DOES THAT CONCLUDE YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY?1124

A. Yes.1125




